It has to do with what you're doing right
here, right now--in this moment.
~~Abraham Hicks Tarrytown, NY May 18,
2002

Note from the editor:
Ahhh... contentment. A
perfect me vacillates between passion... where energy is high;
good, fast feelings are flowing, desire is summoning through me
LOTS of energy with no resistance to it's flow... and
peacefulness, contentment, where there's not much desire but
no resistance ruffling the waters.
A friend recently asked,
“If you had all the money in the world & all the time in the
world (really)… what would you do with your money & time
(really)?”
Notice they didn't ask if I'd be content... they asked what I
would do with my time and money.
It got me thinking… seriously. About what might be different in
my life and what’s up around that.
It’s clear that we all have 24 hours in each day. And every day
we choose how we are going to allocate each hour of that day.
So really… we all already have “all the time in the world”. We
only need reflect on our past week to discover how we would
use it.
You see ‘how we would use it’ is HOW WE DO USE IT!
Of course, in all fairness, when the question was asked the
implication was there referring to the idea that many of us
choose to allocate a considerable amount of our TIME to
) that the
generating MONEY. So I assume (yes, always a risk
question was suggesting that many may make different choices
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if their time currently allocated to generating money were free
to be used another way.
Got me wondering… are we really telling the ‘truth’ if/when we
claim we would spend our time significantly differently?
Maybe so… yet this makes me wonder whether how we use our
‘free’ time even while we imagine ourselves ‘financially limited’
isn’t a true reflection of where our passion lies. And likewise,
where contentment can be found too.
Certainly, with “all the money in the world” we would share
some with those who are actually taking action in areas we want
to support on some level… whether that is building homes for
the homeless or teaching illiterate adults to read. Yet if we truly,
deeply had a passion to contribute in those areas today we
WOULD be using our allotted time to build the homes, feed the
hungry, teach the illiterate…
So today I invite you to ponder this.
The physical universe doesn’t lie.
What you see in your life today is a reflection of what you
Believe in your life today.
I propose we consider answering that question above… and then
make a decision TODAY to take action NOW that moves us in
the direction that leads to who we ‘think’ we’ll BE and what we
‘think’ we’ll DO when we have “all the Time and Money in the
World”
I suspect when you do this... it will encompass a vacillation
between passion and contentment.
Let me know what it is and add to the magic and joy by joining
us over at The Magic Happens Community Online. Let us know
what you FEEL about this issue of The Magic Happens magazine.
Much love and laughter,
Deliberately evolving,
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--Mary K Weinhagen
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